ATTENTION: These steps must be followed for you to obtain the full potential
from your LML. Failure to do so can result in poor performance.
1. Unplug EGT sensors. Located:
A. Front-passenger side of the torsion bar crossmember
B. On top of the passenger side frame rail in front of the rear-most body mount bolt
C. On top of the passenger side frame rail near where the bed meets the cab.
These harnesses may be left hanging from exhaust and removed with the factory exhaust.
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2. The DPF pressure sensor is located under the bed in front of the axle on the inside of
the passenger side frame rail. Pull the rubber lines from the sensor. These lines may be
removed along with the DPF, but leave the electrical harness plugged in to this sensor.
Do NOT unplug the pressure sensors electrical harness or you WILL experience reduced
engine power.

3. The UREA injector is located between the CAT and DPF, above the torsion bar
crossmember. Unplug the electrical harness and the UREA line from this injector. The
injector can remain in the factory exhaust and be removed from the truck if installing a
downpipe-back exhaust system. Leave unplugged injector bolted to factory exhaust if
only installing a cat-back exhaust system. The wiring harness and urea line may also be
removed from the truck, or zip tied out of the way.

4. The main UREA harness MUST be unplugged. The main UREA harness is the large black
harness located near the UREA injector and above the UREA fluid tank. Flip the large gray
locking tab to disconnect the harness. At this point you may also remove the entire UREA
tank from the truck. This is recommended but NOT necessary.
See www.hsperformance.com/lml-tech for more information on how to remove your UREA tank.

5. The NOX module is located on the outside of the passenger side frame rail. Unplug
the harness with the red locking tab. Unbolt this module from the frame, and remove it
along with the factory exhaust system.
With all the electronics now taken care of,
you may proceed with the removal of your
factory exhaust system, and installation of
the aftermarket system.

6. In order to shut down the EGR process completely on your LML, you must unplug 3
harnesses under the hood. See pictures for locations.
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More LML information can be found online at
www.hsperformance.com/lml-tech
If you have any questions or concerns, please call the
H&S tech line 888-628-1730

